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Saturday, April 12, 2008 10:45AM - 12:33PM —

Session B6 FHP DAP: Triumphs of 20th Century Astrophysics I: Observatories and Telescopes
Hyatt Regency St. Louis Riverfront (formerly Adam039;s Mark Hotel), Promenade D

10:45AM B6.00001 Lick Observatory, California, and 20th Century Leadership in Optical
Astronomy JOSEPH MILLER, Lick Observatory — With the establishment of the Lick Observatory on Mt. Hamilton in California in 1888 it was
immediately established that an observatory located on a relatively high site far from city lights was a far superior location for optical astronomy than the
previously common city locations. A few years after its beginning, astronomers at Lick convincingly demonstrated the clear advantage of the reflecting telescope
for astrophysical research. Not only was a reflector achromatic over all wavelengths, but it could be made with a small focal ratio that provided high photographic
speed. Furthermore, since light did not pass through the optic and it could be supported from behind, it could easily be made in large sizes. Over the first
half of the 20th century the establishment of the Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories expanded California’s dominance in optical astronomy. Also with the
new larger telescopes came major progress in the in design of focal plane instrumentation that allowed these telescopes to be superb tools for astrophysical
research. The California observatories of the 20th century were largely independent of Federal funding for operations. Their facilities were were maintained and
mostly used by their permanent staffs. This led to a style of doing forefront research that was highly effective, as both long-term survey-type programs and
more speculative investigations with less-clear payoffs at the outset could be supported. Also the, the close connection of the scientists doing the research to
the development of the telescopes and instruments they used for their research conferred advantages. At present, this style of doing astronomical observational
research is a relatively small fraction of all this kind of research. At the end of the 20th century the California pioneering advancement in ground-based optical
astronomy was repeated with the creation of the Keck Observatory. A joint project of the University of California and the California Institute of Technology, this
observatory features two 10-m telescopes, current the largest general-purpose optical/infrared telescopes in the world. However, California skies were abandoned
in favor of a much superior site in Hawaii.

11:21AM B6.00002 The Scientific Achievements of the Hubble Space Telescope , MARIO LIVIO, Space
Telescope Science Institute — I will review the most important scientific achievements of the Hubble Space Telescope. I will cover topics ranging from Dark
Energy to Extrasolar Planets. I will also show some of the latest breathtaking images taken by the telescope, and explain briefly how the upcoming servicing
mission will enhance Hubble’s capabilities.

11:57AM B6.00003 Large Telescopes and Instrumentation of the Future , ELIZABETH BARTON, Center
for Cosmology, University of California, Irvine — An exciting array of new ground-based facilities may lie in our future. Upcoming or planned wide-field projects
will parameterize dark energy, map dark matter, and pinpoint the baryon acoustic oscillations. Large-aperture, narrower-field facilities will trace the formation
of galaxies and black holes from extremely early epochs in the universe and unveil the mysteries of planet formation. I will describe some of the plans and the
key science cases for the next generation of optical and infrared ground-based facilities.

Saturday, April 12, 2008 1:30PM - 3:18PM —

Session D5 FHP DAP: Triumphs of 20th Century Astrophysics II: We Master the Stars Hyatt
Regency St. Louis Riverfront (formerly Adam039;s Mark Hotel), Promenade C

1:30PM D5.00001 How We Learned the Stars Run on Nuclear Energy , MATTHEW STANLEY, Michigan
State University — No abstract available.

2:06PM D5.00002 Galaxies, SMBHs, Magnetic AGNs, and Extra Galactic CR formation.1 ,
STIRLING COLGATE2, Los Alamos National Laboratory — The Brightest Matter, the Brightest Energy, the brightest quasi-star of the Universe (by very many
orders of magnitude) is associated with the formation of the majority of the thin, flat rotation curve, spiral galaxies, each with a Super Massive Black Hole near
their exact center. The transformation of the initial perturbation spectrum of the structure of the cooling baryonic fraction of the universe into a galaxy and
finally into a SMBH is an awesomely complicated process. The further transformation of the free-energy of the formation of the SMBHs into magnetic fields,
jets, Radio Lobes, and finally Extra Galactic Cosmic Rays, is even more complicated, each an irresistible physics challenge. A few such Examples: Initial structure
perturbations have a small Reynolds number, ∼100. Computer simulations probably miss angular momentum transport in the collapse of proto galactic baryonic
clouds to flat rotation curve galaxies. The seed BH at its center is probably preceded by a collapse mediated by pair neutrino emission, to a neutron star and
a supernova. The unbinding of the supermassive star by the supernova is followed by fall-back and then by a black collapse until half the mass of the SMBH
is accreted in a time of 1/20 the Eddington limit time. Only then can a Keplerian disk emerge. Event horizon physics dominates black collapse. The event
horizon physics also dominates the αω dynamo that must precede the highly coherent helical magnetic jet formation. A coherent magnetic helix requires a large
scale coherent dynamo. The dissipation of the current supporting the torsion-dominated helical magnetic fields probably occurs by current carrier starvation and
resulting current carrier acceleration and momentum. The collimation and acceleration by magnetic fields occasionally leads to emission of ∼ 100 Mev gamma
rays at ∼x100 the Eddington limit and probably CRs with E > 1030 ev.

1Supported by the DOE
2with support by Nathan Currier and Hui Li

2:42PM D5.00003 Standing on the shoulders of giants: Star and planet formation in 2010-2020
- The Kenneth Greisen Lecture , MARK MCCAUGHREAN, University of Exeter — Despite centuries of theoretical hypotheses on the origin
of our own Sun and its planets, it is only in the past thirty years that we have begun to develop an empirical, observational picture of how stars and planets
are forming today throughout our Galaxy and beyond. Driven largely by the advent of infrared and millimetre astronomy in the 1970s and 1980s, progress
in the field has accelerated considerably in the past 10 years through the combination of powerful ground- and space-telescopes covering the X-ray, optical,
infrared and millimetre, in addition to considerable improvements in theoretical simulations. In this talk, I shall present an overview of recent observational
and theoretical work on the birth and early evolution of stars, brown dwarfs, circumstellar disks, jets, outflows, and planetary systems. In doing so, I shall also
identify key problems which future facilities, including the next generation of extremely large ground-based telescopes and the NASA/ESA/CSA James Webb
Space Telescope, will play vital roles in helping to unravel over the coming decade.

Saturday, April 12, 2008 3:30PM - 5:18PM —

Session E15 FHP: Manhattan Project and Beyond Hyatt Regency St. Louis Riverfront (formerly Adam039;s
Mark Hotel), St. Louis H



3:30PM E15.00001 Remembering Los Alamos , E. LEONARD JOSSEM, Department of Physics The Ohio State University
— Some Recollections Of Life At Los Alamos Before And After Trinity

3:54PM E15.00002 Did the Allies Know in 1942 About Nazi Germany’s Poor Prospects for
an Atomic Bomb? , HARRY LUSTIG, The City College of the C.U.N.Y, emeritus — According to official accounts, the U.S. knew nothing about
Nazi Germany’s efforts to get an atomic bomb until the end of the World War II, but had feared the worst. As it turned out, the Germans had made little
progress. But did someone in the Allied camp know in 1942? In his 1986 book, The Griffin, Arnold Kramish relates how Paul Rosbaud, a spy for MI6, the
British secret intelligence service, kept his handlers informed during the War about the German atomic project and reported the decision to give up on a bomb.
Kramish’s revelations are, understandably, thinly documented and Rosbaud’s name can hardly be found independenly anywhere else. But as Samuel Goudsmit’s
papers in the Bohr Library show, he knew and communicated with Rosbaud from August 1945 on. In 1986, 15 letters exchanged by Goudsmit and Rosbaud
were removed by the Government from the Library and eventually placed in the National Archives under classification review. Renewed interest in the Rosbaud
story was engendered last year when his family sued MI6 in an English court for the release of the Rosbaud file. So far the spy agency has refused to reveal
even that there is such a file. Discovering authoritatively what Rosbaud told the British and what they did with the information is clearly of historical interest.

4:18PM E15.00003 Revisiting the 100 Year Old Radioactivity Lectures of Frederick Soddy ,
CHRISTINE HAMPTON — Between 1908 and 1922, Frederick Soddy, MA., FRS (Dr. Lee‘s Professor of Inorganic and Physical Chemistry, Univ. of Oxford)
published four editions of a compendium of his experimental lectures delivered at the University of Glasgow, under the title “The Interpretation of Radium, and
the Structure of the Atom”. Professor Soddy taught his students about ‘radium writing’ and the emanation of radium. He presented a radium clock designed
by Professor Strutt; showed students ‘Pleochroic Halos’; and described the separation of ‘ionium’ from its isotope, thorium. The process of constructing a
cohesive logic to empirical observations of this newly discovered phenomenon of radioactivity was a challenging one. Some aspects did not stand the test of
time. However, revisiting these lectures after 100 years gives us fascinating insight into the mental processes of the early pioneers in radioactivity.

4:30PM E15.00004 Arthur Compton’s 1941 Analysis of Explosive Fission in U-235: The
Physics , CAMERON REED, Alma College — In November 1941 Arthur Compton prepared a report for Vannevar Bush regarding the possibility of
explosive fission of U-235. This remarkable report, arguably the parent document of the Los Alamos Primer, presented detailed estimates for the critical mass,
expected energy release, efficiency, destructive effects and probable cost of such a weapon. This paper will examine the physics behind Compton’s estimates for
the critical mass and efficiency of a fission weapon and compare his results to those derived from present-day cross-sections and secondary-neutron numbers.
His approach to the efficiency calculation is found to be particularly interesting in that it utilizes some very basic undergraduate physics.

4:42PM E15.00005 The Manhattan Project and its Effects on American Women Scientists ,
SAMUEL FLETCHER, Princeton University — There have been many detailed historical accounts of the Manhattan Project, but few have recognized the
technical role women scientists and engineers crucially played in the Project’s success. Despite their absence from these prominent accounts, recent studies have
revealed that, in fact, women participated in every non-combat operation associated with the Manhattan Project. With such extensive participation of women
and such a former lack of historical attention upon them, little analysis has been done on how the Manhattan Project might have influenced the prospectus of
women scientists after the war. This talk has two aims: 1) to recount some of the technical and scientific contributions of women to the Manhattan Project,
and 2) to examine what effects these contributions had on the women’s careers as scientists. In other words, I intend offer a preliminary explanation of the
extent to which the Manhattan Project acted both as a boon and as a detriment to American women scientists. And finally, I will address what this historical
analysis could imply about the effects of current efforts to recruit women into science.

4:54PM E15.00006 X-Ray Spectroscopy, The Ellen Richards Prize, and Nuclear Proliferation:
The Inspiring Life of Katherine Chamberlain , MATTHEW GERAMITA, University of Michigan — In 1924, Katherine Chamberlain
became the first woman to receive a doctorate in physics from the University of Michigan. As one of the first women in the world to earn a doctorate in physics,
Katherine reached a level prominence in the scientific community that few women had achieved. As a scientist, Katherine studied the outer energy levels of
various elements using x-ray spectroscopy at the University of Michigan. In her thesis, she showed the potential for x-rays to reduce highly oxidized compounds
and in 1925 won the Ellen Richards Prize for the world’s best scientific paper by a woman. As an educator, she taught an introduction to photography course
for thirty-five years in the hopes of creating new ways to inspire a love for physics in her students. As a community leader, she worked with The United World
Federalists and The Michigan Memorial Phoenix Project to find peaceful uses for nuclear energy. Looking at these aspects of Chamberlain’s life offers a unique
perspective on the physics community of the 1920’s, physics education, and the nuclear panic that followed WWII.

5:06PM E15.00007 From Alamogordo to the Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty , MICHAEL FRIEDLANDER, Washington
University in St. Louis — After W.W.II., the U.S. continued its program for the development of nuclear weapons. Winds carried radioactive debris far beyond
the Nevada test site, and these fission products were deposited by rain, to enter the human food chain. The isotopes of greatest concern were Sr90 and I131,
that, after ingestion, become concentrated in bone and thyroid respectively. There was a growing public anxiety about possible heath hazards posed by radiation
from this fallout. In March 1958, the Greater St. Louis Citizens’ Committee for Nuclear Information (C.N.I.) was formed. Among the leaders of C.N.I. were
E. U. Condon and Barry Commoner. The aim of C.N.I. was “to collect and distribute in the widest possible manner information which the public requires to
understand the present and future problems which arise from potential large-scale use of nuclear weapons in war; testing of nuclear weapons; and nonmilitary uses
of nuclear energy.” In accordance with its objectives, members of C.N.I. gave many nontechnical talks, where we described the various forms of radiation and
what was then known about the biological effects of radiation. Some of our members testified at Congressional committee hearings. We published a newsletter,
initially titled Nuclear Information, and later Scientist and Citizen. In this presentation, I will describe some of the activities of this idealistic organization.

Sunday, April 13, 2008 10:45AM - 12:33PM —

Session J3 FHP FPS: Los Alamos and the Manhattan Project: 65th Anniversary (Followed by
Panel Discussion) Hyatt Regency St. Louis Riverfront (formerly Adam039;s Mark Hotel), St. Louis E



10:45AM J3.00001 A History Worth Preserving , CYNTHIA KELLY — The Manhattan Project transformed the course of
American and world history, science, politics and society. If we can read about this in books and watch History Channel documentaries, why do we need to
preserve some of the properties of this enormous undertaking? The presentation, “A History Worth Preserving,” will address why some of the physical properties
need to be preserved and which ones we are struggling to maintain for future generations. The story of this effort begins in 1997 as the Department of Energy
was posed to demolish the last remaining Manhattan Project properties at the Los Alamos laboratory. Located deep behind security fences, the “V Site’s”
asbestos-shingled wooden buildings looked like humble garages with over-sized wooden doors. The “V Site” properties were almost lost twice, first to bulldozers
and then the Cerro Grande fire of 2000. Now, visitors can stand inside the building where J. Robert Oppenheimer and his crew once worked and imagine the
Trinity “gadget” hanging from its hoist shortly before it ushered in the Atomic Age on July 16, 1945. As Richard Rhodes has commented, we preserve what we
value of the physical past because it specifically embodies our social past. But many challenge whether the Manhattan Project properties ought to be preserved.
Rather than recognize the Manhattan Project as a great achievement worthy of commemoration, some see it as a regrettable event, producing an instrument
to take man’s inhumanity to man to extremes. While these divergent views will no doubt persist, the significance of the Manhattan Project in producing the
world’s first atomic bombs is irrefutable. Preserving some of its tangible remains is essential so that future generations can understand what the undertaking
entailed from its humble wooden sheds to enormous first-of-a-kind industrial plants with 125,000 people working in secret and living in frontier-like communities.
With continuing pressure for their demolition, what progress has been made in preserving some properties of the Manhattan Project? The presentation will
share the handful of remaining properties that we believe are needed to tell the story of the Manhattan Project. It will share our successes, what is still at risk,
and the on-going struggle to preserve this history.

11:21AM J3.00002 Recollections of a very junior physicist at Los Alamos, 1944-1946 , ANTHONY
P. FRENCH, Massachusetts Institute of Technology — The author came to Los Alamos as a member of the British Mission after two years of making fission
cross section measurements at the Cavendish Laboratory. He worked in a group headed by Egon Bretscher in Enrico Fermi’s F Division. The talk presents his
personal memories and experiences at Los Alamos as compared to his life and work in wartime Britain.

11:57AM J3.00003 Panel Discussion among Physicist Alumni of the Manhattan Project. , DAVID
C. CASSIDY1, Hofstra University — Discussion among former participants in the Manhattan Project.

1Moderator

Monday, April 14, 2008 10:45AM - 12:33PM —

Session R6 FHP: 80 Years of Quantum Mechanics: A New International Project Hyatt Regency St.
Louis Riverfront (formerly Adam039;s Mark Hotel), Promenade D

10:45AM R6.00001 Van Vleck and Slater: Two Americans on the Road to Matrix Mechanics
, MICHEL JANSSEN, University of Minnesota — I relate the story of how matrix mechanics grew out of the treatment of optical dispersion in the old quantum
theory, paying special attention to the contributions of the American theoretical physicists John H. Van Vleck and John C. Slater. Van Vleck shares the credit
with Max Born for having been the first to publish a full derivation of the crucial Kramers dispersion formula using Bohr’s correspondence principle. Slater was
one of the architects of the short-lived but influential Bohr-Kramers-Slater (BKS) theory that helped popularize the so-called Ersatz- or virtual oscillators central
both to the treatment of dispersion in the old quantum theory and to the transition to matrix mechanics.

11:21AM R6.00002 Creative Confusion. Quantum Theory on the Way to Wave Mechanics ,
CHRISTOPH LEHNER, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin — When wave mechanics was formulated by de Broglie and Schrödinger in the
mid-twenties, there was practically no empirical evidence for wave-like behavior of matter. What then were the motivations for pursuing an idea that was rather
at odds with the discontinuity that quantum theory seemed to demand? Paradoxically, they can be found in the attempts to understand the quantum nature
of light, for which just at that time empirical evidence could not be ignored anymore. In my talk, I will argue that “wave-particle duality” was initially nothing
more than a confusion of competing theoretical explanations. It was in statistical mechanics where this idea first took on a more concrete form of a symmetry
of two different theoretical explanations. And it was statistical mechanics that allowed this model of dual explanations to be transferred to the theory of matter.
This transfer culminated in Schrödinger’s paper of December 1925 “On Einstein’s Gas Theory,” which explicitly uses the symmetry of explanations to motivate
a wave theory of matter. It is here that Schrödinger’s equivalent to Heisenberg’s “Umdeutung” (reinterpretation) of mechanical quantities is to be found, not
in his more famous 1926 papers on atomic theory.

11:57AM R6.00003 ”Knabenphysik”: The birth of quantum mechanics from a postdoctoral
viewpoint , ALEXEI KOJEVNIKOV, University of British Columbia — No abstract available.

Monday, April 14, 2008 1:30PM - 3:18PM —

Session S5 FHP DPF: 50th Anniversary of Physical Review Letters Hyatt Regency St. Louis Riverfront
(formerly Adam039;s Mark Hotel), Promenade C

1:30PM S5.00001 Half a Century of PRL , ROBERT GARISTO — Fifty years ago, Sam Goudsmit started an experiment:
Physical Review Letters. Since 1958, the experiment has thrived. PRL has gone through many changes, published many important papers, and become a leader
in international scientific publication. I will trace the rise of PRL from its early 20th century roots as “Letters to the Editor,” through changes in editorial
process and advents of new technology. Along the way I’ll show what has gone on behind the scenes, and give a glimpse of our plans for the future.

2:06PM S5.00002 TBA , MICHAEL S. TURNER, University of Chicago — No abstract available.

2:42PM S5.00003 PRL and Experimental Particle Physics , MICHAEL E. PESKIN, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
— No abstract available.

Monday, April 14, 2008 1:30PM - 4:30PM —

Session S6 FPS FHP: FPS/FHP Awards Session Hyatt Regency St. Louis Riverfront (formerly Adam039;s Mark
Hotel), St. Louis H



1:30PM S6.00001 Abraham Pais Award Lecture , GERALD HOLTON, Harvard Univ — No abstract available.

2:06PM S6.00002 Andrei Sakharov Prize , LIANGYING XU, Chinese Academy of Sciences — Ever since my youth, the writings of
Einstein had always enlightened my life. However, I later began to follow Marxism and threw myself into the Chinese revolution. Yet, ironically, after the victory
of the revolution I myself became a target of the revolutionary dictatorship. Started from 1962 I collected, edited and translated “Collected Works of Einstein”
in the countryside. Fourteen years later the three-volume collected works were published in China, which created immense impacts to Chinese intellectuals. It
was Einstein’s thoughts on human rights and democracy that awakened me. Since then I have devoted myself to the fight for human rights and to the cause
of democratic enlightenment in China. My goal is to transform an autocratic China that tramples human rights into a democratic and free modern China that
respects human rights.

2:42PM S6.00003 Joseph A. Burton Forum Award: Nuclear Non-proliferation: the Future
depends on us , PIERRE GOLDSCHMIDT, Senior Associate at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace — -

3:18PM S6.00004 Leo Szilard Lectureship Award , ANATOLI DIAKOV, Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology —
No abstract available.

3:54PM S6.00005 Leo Szilard Lectureship Award Talk: Nuclear disarmament after the cold
war , PAVEL PODVIG, Stanford University — Now that the cold war is long over, our thinking of nuclear weapons and the role that they play in international
security has undergone serious changes. The emphasis has shifted from superpower confrontation to nuclear proliferation, spread of weapon materials, and to
the dangers of countries developing nuclear weapon capability under a cover of a civilian program. At the same time, the old cold-war dangers, while receded,
have not disappeared completely. The United States and Russia keep maintaining thousands of nuclear weapons in their arsenals, some of them in very high
degree of readiness. This situation presents a serious challenge that the international community has to deal with. Although Russia and the United States are
taking some steps to reduce their nuclear arsenals, the traditional arms control process has stalled – the last treaty that was signed in 2002 does not place
serious limits on strategic forces of either side. The START Treaty, which provides a framework for verification and transparency in reduction of nuclear arsenals,
will expire at the end of 2009. Little effort has been undertaken to extend the treaty or renegotiate it. Moreover, in recent years Russia has stepped up the
efforts to modernize its strategic nuclear forces. The United States has resisted joining the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty and has been working on
controversial new nuclear weapon development programs. The U.S. missile defense program makes the dialogue between Russia and the United States even
more difficult. The reluctance of Russia and the United States to engage in a discussion about drastic reductions of their nuclear forces undermines the case
of nuclear nonproliferation and seriously complicated their effort to contain the spread of nuclear weapon technologies and expertise. One of the reasons for
the current lack of progress in nuclear disarmament is the contradiction between the diminished role that nuclear weapons play in security of nuclear weapon
states and the inertia of cold-war institutions that are involved in their development and support. Dealing with this contradiction would require development of
new mechanisms of cooperation between nuclear weapons states and their strong commitment to the cause of nuclear nonproliferation. One important area of
cooperation is development of a framework that would prevent the spread of nuclear materials and technology at the time when increasing number of countries
is turning toward expanded use of nuclear power to cover their energy needs.

Monday, April 14, 2008 3:30PM - 5:18PM —

Session T9 FHP: History of Physics Hyatt Regency St. Louis Riverfront (formerly Adam039;s Mark Hotel), Promenade
E

3:30PM T9.00001 David Dennison, the specific heat of hydrogen, and the discovery of nuclear
spin , CLAYTON GEARHART, St. John’s University (Minnesota) — The specific heat of hydrogen gas at low temperatures, first measured by Arnold Eucken
in 1912, decreases sharply as the two rotational degrees of freedom freeze out. The “old quantum theory” could never explain this behavior satisfactorily, despite
persistent efforts. Then in 1926, Heisenberg showed that in the new quantum mechanics, identical particles must have either symmetric or antisymmetric
wave functions, and were the key to the spectrum of helium. Friedrich Hund first applied this concept to the rotational specific heat of hydrogen, with limited
success. An experimental breakthrough came in 1926, when for the first time, spectral lines involving the ground state of molecular hydrogen were found in the
far ultraviolet. Further measurements by the Japanese spectroscopist Takeo Hori led to a moment of inertia for molecular hydrogen more than double earlier
estimates. Using this result, the American physicist David Dennison devised the modern theory in 1927, and in the process, found persuasive evidence for proton
spin. Most of these actors were at Bohr’s institute in Copenhagen in 1926–27; their interaction plays a central role in this story.

3:42PM T9.00002 Grete Hermann: Mathematician, Physicist, Philosopher , CAROLINE HERZENBERG
— When we look back at the history of quantum mechanics, we can find some scientists who in retrospect had significant roles but were unfortunately largely
disregarded at the time. Among them was a very interesting woman, Grete Hermann, whose work in mathematics, philosophy, and physics took place mainly
during the early to mid twentieth century. She is best known for discovering a flaw in John von Neumann’s attempt at proof of the impossibility of hidden
variable theory in quantum mechanics, but she also did further interesting work on the foundations of quantum mechanics. Her life, her collaboration with
Emmy Noether, her involvement with Heisenberg’s group in Leipzig, and some aspects of her further work in philosophy and education will be described briefly.

3:54PM T9.00003 Hermann Weyl: Between Mathematics, Physics, and Philosophy1 , PETER PESIC,
St. John’s College, Santa Fe, NM — Hermann Weyl introduced gauge theories into physics in the context of his extensions of general relativity. His important
mathematical contributions are much better-known than his involvement in philosophy, which was significant as he considered how to respond to Einstein’s
criticisms of Weyl’s unified field theory. Weyl’s philosophical approach also affected his own response to quantum theory, very different from Einstein’s. The
way Weyl dealt with these dilemmas may illuminate this important parting of the ways in theoretical physics and also show how philosophical reflection can be
important in dealing with unsolved problems in physics.

1Thanks to the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for their support.



4:06PM T9.00004 Albert Einstein and Wernher von Braun - the two great German-American
physicists seen in a historical perspective. , FRIEDWARDT WINTERBERG, Univ of Nevada Reno — It was Albert Einstein who
for the first time changed our view of the universe to be a non-euclidean curved space-time. And it was Wernher von Braun who blazed the trail to take us into
this universe, leaving for the first time the gravitational field of our planet earth, with the landing a man on the moon the greatest event in human history. Both
these great physicists did this on the shoulders of giants. Albert Einstein on the shoulders of his landsman, the mathematician Bernhard Riemann, and Wernher
von Braun on the shoulders of Goddard and Oberth. Both Einstein and von Braun made a Faustian pact with the devil, von Braun by accepting research funds
from Hitler, and Einstein by urging Roosvelt to build the atom bomb (against Hitler). Both of these great men later regretted the use of their work for the
killing of innocent bystanders, even though in the end the invention of nuclear energy and space flight is for the benefit of man. Their example serves as a
warning for all of us. It can be formulated as follows: “Can I in good conscience accept research funds from the military to advance scientific knowledge, for
weapons developed against an abstract enemy I never have met in person?” Weapons if used do not differentiate between the scientist, who invented these
weapons, and the non-scientist.

4:18PM T9.00005 William Band at Yenching University1 , DANIAN HU, The City College of New York — William
Band (1906-1993) has been widely remembered by his American colleagues and students as “a fine physicist and teacher,” who taught at Washington State
University in Pullman between 1949 and 1971 and authored Introduction to Quantum Statistics (1954) and Introduction to Mathematical Physics (1959). Not
many, however, knew much about Band’s early career, which was very “uncommon and eventful.” Born in England, Band graduated from University of Liverpool
in 1927 with an MsSc degree in physics. Instead of pursuing his Ph.D. at Cambridge, he chose to teach physics at Yenching University, a prestigious Christian
university in Beijing, China. Arriving in 1929, Band established his career at Yenching, where he taught and researched the theory of relativity and quantum
mechanics, pioneered the study on low-temperature superconductivity in China, founded the country’s first graduate program in physics, and chaired the Physics
Department for 10 years until he fled from Yenching upon hearing of the attack on Pearl Harbor. It took him two years to cross Japanese occupied areas under
the escort of the Communist force; he left China in early 1945. This presentation will explore Band’s motivation to work in China and his contributions to the
Chinese physics research and education.

1This study has been supported the PSC-CUNY research award.

4:30PM T9.00006 In Franklin’s Path: Establishing Physics at the University of Pennsylvania
, PAUL HALPERN, University of the Sciences in Philadelphia — In 1751 Benjamin Franklin established the Academy of Philadelphia, the precursor of the
University of Pennsylvania. Among its curricular mandates he envisioned included “Natural and Mechanic History,” using a popular text he suggested by Noël
Antoine Pluche that encompassed optics and celestial dynamics among its subjects. This talk will trace the history of physics research and education at Penn
from its establishment, to the appointment of the first designated physics professor, George Frederic Barker, in 1873, to the opening of the Randall Morgan
Laboratory in 1901 under the directorship of Arthur Goodspeed, and finally to the inauguration of the David Rittenhouse Laboratory in 1954 under the university
leadership of Gaylord Harnwell.

4:42PM T9.00007 Scientific Revolutions to the nth power: n = 0, 1, 2, 3. , JAMES BEICHLER, West
Virginia Univ. at Parkersburg — Thomas Kuhn’s description and characterization of scientific revolutions set the standard for interpreting and understanding
these events, but his characterization introduced an anomaly. Newtonian science was at the pinnacle of its success immediately prior to the Second Scientific
Revolution. From an evolutionary point-of-view, there were no crises to be solved just problems within the Newtonian paradigm, whereas the specific crises that
initiated the revolution are evident from everyone’s point-of-view after the revolution. This paradox is well recognized, but it seems not to be a problem and
is just ignored as if it were not important or significant. Yet this discrepancy strikes at the very heart of physics and the overall progress of science. Historical
conditions currently parallel the period immediately prior to the Second Scientific Revolution indicating that a new scientific revolution is approaching. When
a comparison of the two periods is made, new characteristics of scientific revolutions are identified, the paradox is solved and evidence of a Zeroth Scientific
Revolution emerges from the historical record.

4:54PM T9.00008 The Genesis of SESAPS , RONALD MICKENS, Clark Atlanta University — On March 23, 1935, a meeting
of “Southern Physicist” was held at the Candler Hotel in Decatur, Georgia. In addition to a scientific program the next day, consisting of the presentation
of twenty-five papers (held in the Emory University’s chemistry building), an address was given by Professor A. H. Compton on that Friday night during a
banquet sponsored by the Georgia Academy of Science. However, the main goal of this meeting was to work out the details of a new organization, which
was called the “Southern Association of Physicists.” My talk provides background on the genesis of this gathering and gives a brief summary of the new
organization’s subsequent activities, including its “absorption” by the American Physical Society as its Southeastern Section, i.e., SESAPS. In particular, I
discuss its management structure; its three awards for teaching, research, and leadership; and the planning process for its annual meeting. My general conclusion
is that SESAPS has been very successful in promoting “physics” in the southeastern states.

5:06PM T9.00009 Well, It Was Big When We Built It! , VIRGINIA TRIMBLE, University of California Irvine & Las
Cumbres Observatory — Many of the fundamental discoveries of astronomy were made with telescopes that we now regard as derisorally small, but which were
often the largest and most expensive that then existed. Everything Galileo did obviously comes under this heading, but also the discovery of parallax with 8-10”
heliometers and such by Bessell, Struve, and Henderson; the existence of external galaxies (1923, Hubble with the Mt. Wilson 60”), and the later expansion of
the universe (1929, Hubble again, with th 100”); the spiral structure of galaxies (Lord Rosse 1855 with a 72” speculum mirror); and the discovery of Neptune
(Galle, another of those heliometers). There are also counterexamples of frontier work done with marginal facilities (the dominance of hydrogen in stars, from
routine Harvard spectra examined by Payne; the first optical counterparts of a pulsar and a gamma ray burst with 36” telescopes - maybe even the same one -
in Arizona). The talk will dash madly through the growth of telescope apertures, pausing briefly at a few interesting cases.
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